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Objectives: Xray imaging is the standard of care for verifying adequate excision in patients undergoing 

breast biopsies by wire localization. A number of studies have evaluated the use of Bioptics BioVision 

(Faxitron Bioptics, Tucson, AZ) dedicated specimen imaging system versus standard mammography for 

specimens following surgical excision by wire localization. Dedicated intraoperative specimen 

radiography can provide benefits including immediate verification of excised breast tissue margins and 

lower re-excision rates. This computerized system is also more time efficient, generates high quality 

images, and automatically saves images to a digitized archive for reference at a later time. The purpose 

of our study was to determine the improved efficiency and decrease in intraoperative time utilizing 

Bioptic BioVision imaging compared to standard analog imaging of specimen radiography.  

Method: A retrospective chart review of 35 patients’ specimen radiographs who had both bioptic 

imaging and xray of excised specimens during surgery between July 2011 and September 2011 were 

included. Patients’ charts were analyzed for the recorded times for the time from specimen excision to 

determination of adequate margin excision with both Bioptic BioVision dedicated specimen radiography 

system and standard specimen radiography. The Bioptics imaging was performed in the operating room, 

as compared to routine specimen radiography where the surgeons hand-carried specimens to radiology 

for imaging to minimize delays. Inclusion criteria included all patients undergoing breast excisions by 

wire localization during that time period.  

Results: Out of the 35 patients, all specimens examined via digital mammography with the Bioptic 

system required less imaging time than routine specimen radiography. On average, Bioptics required 1.9 

minutes whereas xray required 15.8 minutes. The range of time for Bioptics imaging was 1.3 minutes to 

4 minutes. The range of time for routine specimen imaging was 12.6 minutes to 19.3 minutes. Imaging 

quality was always superior with Bioptics BioVision imaging compared to the standard xrays based on 

visual comparison of both radiographs.  

Conclusion: Intraoperative digital mammography is an excellent alternative to standard specimen 

radiography for patients undergoing excisions by wire localization as imaging can be performed in the 

operating room which provides immediate results to surgeons without having to wait for specimen 

radiographs to be returned to the operating room or breaking scrub, requires less imaging time, and has 

higher quality images. Larger studies including cost analysis and re-excision rates are necessary to 

further define the benefits of intraoperative specimen radiography with a dedicated specimen 

radiography system. 


